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ABSTRACT 
Let M,,,,,,(F) denote the set of all mXn matrices over the algebraically closed 
field F. Let Z’ denote a linear transformation, T: M,,,,,,(F) --f M,,,, ,,( F). Theorem: If 
max(m,n)>2k-2, k>l, and T preserves rank k matrices [i.e. p(A)=k implies 
p( T(A))=k], then there exist nonsingular m Xm and n X n matrices U and V 
respectively such that either (i) T: A-+ UAV for all A EM,,,,,,(F), or (ii) m=n and 
T: A + UA’V for all A EM,,(F), where A’ denotes the transpose of A. 
Let M,,,,“(F) denote the set of all mXn matrices over an algebraically 
closed field F, and let M,(F) denote M,,,(F). Let T: M,,.(F)+ M,,, .( F ) 
be a linear transformation, and let p(A) denote the rank of the matrix A. Let 
R,={AEM,,,.(F):p(A)=j) for j=O,l,...,min(m,n). Note that R,= 
FL, .L where %, n denotes the m X n matrix of all whose entries are zero. T is 
said to preserve rank k matrices if and only if T(R,) CR,. This article 
addresses the problem: Characterize 7’ given that T preserves rank k matrices. 
Various parts of this problem have been solved: Marcus and Moyls [6, 
Theorem l] and Westwick [B, Theorem 3.81 solved the case k= 1; Moore [7] 
solved the case k=2; Djokovic [4] and Beasley [l, Theorem 3.11 solved the 
case 1’ nonsingular; and Beasley (1, Theorem 9.1; 2, Corollaries 2, 31 solved 
the problem for various cases placing restrictions on k, m, n, and the kernel of 
T. In each case the structure is the same. To define the structure and for later 
reference we state: 
THEOREM 1. Zf T preserves rank 1 rnutrices, then there exist nonsingular 
matrices U EM,,( F) and VE M,( F) such that either (i) T: A+ VAV for all 
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AEM, ,,(F) or (ii) m=n and T: A+UA’V for all AEM,,,.( where At 
denotes’the transpose of A. 
For proof see [6, Theorem l] and [8, Theorem 3.81. Throughout the 
remainder of this article we assume for convenience that m < n. 
Prior to further investigation of transformations we shall be concerned 
about the dimension of subspaces of M, .(F). If S is a subspace of M,,,(F), 
let dim S denote the dimension of S. We shall call a subspace ‘% of M,,, .(F) a 
rank k space if and only if XCR, UR,. 
A recent bound on the dimension of a rank k space is given by: 
THEOREM 2. lf 3i is a rank k space, then dim’%<max(k+l, n-k+l). 
For a proof see [3]. 
In the following theorem we shall use Eii to denote the matrix with a 1 in 
the (i, j) position and 0 elsewhere, ker T to denote the kernel of T, and im T to 
denote the image of T. Further (Xi ) will denote the space generated by 
{‘iI* 
We now address the problem of rank k preservers. 
THEOREM 3. lf n 2 2k - 2, k > 1, and T preserves rank k matrices, then T 
preserves rank 1 matrices. 
Proof. By [l, Theorem 9.11 we may assume that k>4, m>k+l, and 
nZ k-t 2. Suppose T is singular. By [ 1, Theorem 4.21 there is nonzero 
AEM,,, such that T(A)=0 and p(A)tk. Say p(A)=s. Let Uand Vbe 
mXm and nXn nonsingular matrices such that 
uAV= ’ Is 
[ 1 0 0’ 
We shall show that there is a rank k space in im T of dimension n - k + 4. 
Cuse 1: s=l. Here let 
‘i= [ 0 0 0 
Ok,i_l I, 0 
1 ’ i=l,...,n-k+l, 
Xn--k+l+i = 0 ,_y+, 
i=1,2,3, 
where 
D=diag{l,2 ,..., k-l}. 
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Now, if I?E(X~)~~:+~, then p(B)=k, 0, or k-l. If p(B)=k-1 then 
p(U-‘BV-‘+A)=k, and since T(A)=O, p(T(U-‘BV-‘))=k for all non- 
zero I3 E ( Xi ):z:+‘. Thus T(U -‘(Xi)V -‘) is a rank k space of dimension 
n-kf4. 
Cuse 2: s 23. Here let 
[ 





k :,, 1 
() _ ,_ 
I,“_, o ’ 1 i=1,2,3. 
Now, if BE(Xi):z,kt4, then p(B)=k, 0, or k-s. If p(B)=k-s then 
p(Cr-‘BVP’ +A)=k. Since T(A)=O, p(T(U-‘BV-‘))=k for all nonzero 
BE(Xi)::,k+4, so that T(U -‘(Xi)V -‘) is a rank k space of dimension 
n-k+4. 
Case 3: s=2. In this case we assume that A Eker T=+p(A)=2 or p(A) 
> k. Otherwise, case 1 or case 2 applies. 
Suppose ker TnRk+i = 0. Let %,={AEkerT:p(A)=2}~&, and 3i, 
be the subspace of ker T corresponding to (ker T)/X,, so that if O# A EX, 
then p(A)>k+l. Here kerT=Xr@&, and hence dimkerT<n--l+(n-k 
- I)( m - k- 1) by Theorem 1 and [9, Theorem 2.11. By [2, Theorem 21 
dimkerT>nm-nk=n(m-k). Thus n(m-k)<n-l+(n-k-l)(m-k- 
l), or O<-2+k-(k-l)(m-k), an impossibility since m-k>l. Thus 
ker TnR k+l#O. Say p(C)=k+l and T(C)=O. Since k+l>5, we can 
choose R and S, nonsingular m X m and n X n matrices respectively, such that 
us= O I‘2 
[ 0 0 I 
1 0 ... 0 
Since P(C)=k+l, we have p(C,)=k, and since T(C)=O, we have 
T(R-‘E,,S-‘)= -T l[i “;]s-1). 
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‘i= [ 0 0 Ok,i_l I, 0 1 0 ’ i=l,...,n-k+l, 
X 0 0 0 n--k+i+i= [ Ok_-2,i_-1 I,_, 0 1 ’ i= 1,2, 
%I- k+4 =Eml* 
Here if BE(X~)~~:+~, p(B)=k, 0, k-2, or 1. If p(B)=k-2 then 
p(R-‘BS-‘+A)=k. If p(B)=1 then B=cYE,~, so p(T(R-‘BK’))=k. As 
in the above two cases, since T( A)=O, T(R-‘( X,)S -‘) is a rank k space of 
dimension n - k + 4. 
In all three cases we have produced a rank k space in imT of dimension 
n-k-4. However, if n>2k-2, then n- k+4> k+ 1, a contradiction to 
Theorem 2; thus T is nonsingular, and hence by [ 1, Theorem 3.13 T preserves 
rank 1 matrices. n 
COROLLARY. Zf T preserves rank k matrices and n> 2k- 2, then there 
exist nonsingular mXm and nX n matrices, U and V respectively, such that 
either(i)T:A_;,UAVforallAEM,,~(F)or(ii)m=nandT:A~UA’Vfor 
all A EM,, J F), where At denotes the transpose of A. 
NOTE. Through tedious examples one can show that the conclusion of 
Theorem 3 holds for k=4 or 5 without the restriction n>2k- 2. 
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